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ABSTRACT
For turbulent swirl-stabilized flames combustion noise can
be directly calculated, if density fluctuations as a function of
time and space are known. It is however not easily possible to
assess the density fluctuations directly. Therefore, in the past,
combustion noise has been expressed as a function of
chemiluminescence, an approach bringing in more
assumptions. Now, by using interferometry, density fluctuations
in the flame can be measured quantitatively. The advantage of
this technique is that it measures the time derivative of density
fluctuations directly. In this work laser interferometric
vibrometry (LIV) was used to scan a two dimensional field in
the flame in order to calculate the sound power emitted by the
flame. Sound intensity was measured in a half-hemisphere by
pressure-pressure-probes in order to record the total sound
power of the direct combustion noise emitted by the unconfined
flame. The goal of this study was to compare the measured
sound power exhibited by the flame with the sound power
predicted due to fluctuations of density within the flame. By
using a siren to generate linear excitation, it was possible to
qualitatively predict combustion noise with good agreement in
trend. A quantitative comparison between both measurement
techniques showed a deviation of a factor of six.
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INTRODUCTION
Combustion generated noise has been a topic for many
years in industrial applications where reacting flows are
predominantly turbulent. Especially the prediction, and
consequently the reduction of correlated and stochastic sound
radiation of flames has been investigated intensively [1, 2].
Early theories as well as experimental validations suggest that
the far field sound pressure is proportional to fluctuations of
heat release within the flame [3]. For measurability, many
publications supported the use of the time derivative of OH*Chemiluminescence [4]. However, the density distribution
within the flame had to be assumed. Progress in combustion
noise theory made it possible to predict sound emission directly
as a function of heat release without the need of the mean
density field [5], but it remains a difficult task to acquire the
heat release acurately. Alternatively, early work [6] suggested
the use the density fluctuations within the flame ρ’T in order to
estimate density fluctuations in the far field ρ’ and
consequently combustion noise:
1
4

′

,

(1)

with c0 speed of sound, r radial distance of observer,
volume V and radius r0 of the flame. Since time resolved
density fluctuations were difficult to measure, an adaption of
the equation with application of OH*-chemiluminescence
estimating the mean density within the flame was often
preferred [2], Recent development and experimental work
enabled accurate measurements of time resolved line-of-sight
and local density fluctuations in turbulent jets [7, 8] and in
laminar [9] and turbulent flames [10, 11]. Therefore, it is now
possible to prove Strahle’s assumption directly. For the
research presented herein, a novel technique recording the time
derivative of the density fluctuation was used. The
measurement device, a laser interferometric vibrometer (LIV),
integrates along the laser beam path and scans the two
dimensional field of the flame. In the standard application of
vibrometers the motion of an object is measured. If that object
is a fixed mirror the interferometer in the instrument measures
the time derivative of the density fluctuations along the laser
beam path.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In the following paragraph the calculation of sound power
from
′ /
directly measured by LIV and from
microphone measurements are presented. Comparing sound
power has the advantage that this number does not dependent
on the distance of the observer (microphone) and it is easier to
measure if the far field condition is not met [12]. It has the
same significance as comparing density fluctuations since in

the far field sound power is a direct function of the density
fluctuation. Flames have a low pass characteristic and in a
laboratory environment the far field condition for low
frequencies is usually not fulfilled. Therefore, it is more
convenient to calculate and compare sound power, which is not
a function of the radial distance to the flame.
Prediction of Sound Power from
′ /
In the far field where sound pressure p’ and particle
velocity are in phase sound power Pfar can be calculated from
density fluctuations as follows.
′
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Here, a sphere is defined as detection surface. Combining
Equation 1 and Equation 2 results in the sound power as a
function of density fluctuations:
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After performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) - now in
the frequency domain - the time derivative of a variable is
simply the variable times the angular frequency with a time lag
of pi/2 :
′
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Now, in frequency domain, the acoustic power in the far
field Pfar(f) can be calculated for each frequency f from
Equation 3.
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ρ is equal to the sum of all fluctuations in the
vibrometer grid, when the density fluctuations outside the flame
are low compared to the ones within the flame. That this is the
case, has been shown by [13].
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w
with Ameas, the cross-sectionaal area of the laser
l
vibrometeer
beam
m and the measurement len
ngth of the viibrometers laseer
beam
m between opticcs and mirror. The factor 4//π corrects for a
circullar laser beam
m in a rectangu
ular measuremeent grid. In this
grid, the fluctuation
ns outside of th
he circular beaam cross-sectio
on
wouldd otherwise no
ot be accounted
d for.
C
Combining Equ
uation 5 and 6 yields the tottal sound poweer
as thee sum over all frequencies:
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F or spectral anaalysis sound inntensity can bee expressed as a
maginary part oof the cross pproduct of the
functioon of the im
compllex pressures:
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T
The cross prodduct in the freequency domaiin can then be
calcullated by complex conjugated multiplicationn:
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,
ERIMENTAL SETUP
EXPE

E
Equation 7 ho
olds true if the
t
flame diaameter is smaall
comppared to the waavelength and distance
d
to thee observer. Theen
the sppace distributio
on of heat release can be neg
glected [6]. This
is thee case in our setup.
s
If the flaame diameter would
w
be largee,
the sppatial distributtion of cohereent heat releasse could not be
b
negleected anymore. Extinction and
a amplificatiion of pressurre
waves from local heat release (density) flucctuations woulld
depennd on the position of the sourrce within the flame.
f
Calculation of So
ound Power from PP-Pro
obe
IIn the near fieeld where soun
nd pressure p’’ and the radiaal
compponent of the particle
p
velocity vr are not in
i phase, soun
nd
poweer can be calcculated via thee radial compo
onent of soun
nd
intenssity Ir which is perpendiccular to the surface of th
he
hemissphere Asurf:
(8
8)

Test Rig
F or the investiggations presennted in this paaper, a variable
geomeetry burner waas used and the flow was exciited with a siren
n
whichh was mountedd into the axiaal air-feed-linee. The working
g
principple of the burnner has been ddocumented in detail [14], the
flow-ffield and charaacteristics of tthe - for rotatiional symmetry
y
adapteed - design haave been published recently [15]. The siren
n
was eqquipped with a sonic nozzle which had 1 m
mm in diameterr,
follow
wed by a rotaating cogwheell, blocking thhe crossectionaal
area oof the nozzle by 100%. Deetails about thhe siren can be
found in [16]. In Figgure 1 the burnner is shown with the standard
d
configguration - technnically premixed (TPM) - to the left and the
referennce configurattion - perfectlly premixed ((PPM) - to the
right oof the setup.
In thee TPM configguration, the ccombustor is ffed by fuel (aa)
tangenntial air (b), aand axial air (c). The axiaal air is forced
througgh a stratifier in order to eensure purely axial flow. In
n

P
Pressure is farr easier to meeasure than paarticle velocity
y,
thereffore, the Euleer equation iss often used to
t estimate th
he
particcle velocity [12
2]:
1

(9
9)

T
The velocity along one dimen
nsion can then be expressed as
a
a funcction of the preessure at two different
d
positio
ons:
1

∆

0)
(10

∆
A
As a consequeence, the sound
d intensity in radial directio
on
can be calculated by
y

FIGU
URE 1: THE E
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP WITH THE
TPM
M CONFIGURA
ATION TO TH
HE LEFT AND
D THE PPM
CON
NFIGURATION
N TO THE RIG
GHT

3
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FIGU
URE
2:
PP-PROBE-S
SETUP
WIT
TH
TWO
MIC
CROPHONES (TOP LEFT),, PP-PROBE MP’S ONE
TO FOURTEEN IN ARCH-C
CONFIGURAT
TION AND
LON
NGITUDINAL
L
TRAVE
ERSING
DIRECTION
D
(MID
DDLE) AND 2D-MEASUR
REMENT GR
RID OF LIV
(BOT
TTOM-RIGHT
T).
contraast to this th
he tangential air passes thee outer mixin
ng
cham
mber (d) and from
f
there, en
nters the plenu
um through 32
3
cylinddrical bores aliigned tangentiaally and symm
metrically aroun
nd
the buurner axis. Metthane is injecteed into the tang
gential air in th
he
outer chamber. The siren modulates the axial gass flow only.
IIn case of perffect mixing, th
he methane was injected intto
the aiir supply far up
pstream before tangential and
d axial air split..
The m
movable centeer cone (f) of the burner waas set to 1 mm
m
abovee the exit in orrder to constricct the flow thro
ough the burneer
exit nnozzle (e) and consequently ensure correct momentum fo
or
the point of operatiion. Mass flow
w was measureed using caloriic
mass flow meters of the EL-FL
LOW series fro
om Bronkhorsst,
Netheerlands, with an
a accuracy off 0.6 % FSC. The
T test rig waas
set upp in a thermoaacoustic laboraatory within a 3x3x2.5m3 bo
ox
with two layers of low reflecctive curtains and a soun
nd
absorrbing ceiling. The specific mass flows of the points of
o
operaation can be fou
und in Table 1. The simplifieed swirl numbeer
was m
measured acco
ording to [17], neglecting thee pressure term
m,
usingg a burner exit radius of 8 mm
m averaging over
o
a height of
o
z=8.55 mm to z=17 mm
m which is 0.5
0 times and 1 time the burneer
exit ddiameter respecctively.
F
For this invesstigation threee points of operation
o
werre
exam
mined. In the teechnically prem
mixed setup tw
wo flame shapees
are sttable. Generallly, the flame iss attached to th
he center rod of
o
the buurner. Once thee flame detach
hes the flame sttays detached in
i
a stabble way. In th
he perfectly prremixed setup the flame waas
detached all the tim
me - the flam
me cannot anch
hor at the bluff
body of the burner-ccenter-rod.

FIG
GURE 3: NAT
TURAL OH**-CHEMILUM
MINESCENSE
SPE
ECTRUM OF P
PPM DET.

SURING TEC
CHNIQUES
MEAS
Micro
ophone Array
y
F or the acousticc measurementts, a custom buuilt microphone
array, with 14 measuurement positiions aligned inn an arch of one
meter radius, was bbuilt (Figure 22). At those 144 measuremen
nt
pointss in latitudinnal direction, acquisition w
was performed
d
simulttaneously. Thee setup coverred 90° in 6°° steps of the
downsstream area of the flame. In llongitudinal diirection (around
the poositive z-axis), the burner was rotated in 6°ssteps to cover a
semiciircle. At eacch of the m
measurement positions two
micropphones wheree set up faccing each othher. With thiis
configguration, also kknown as pp-pprobe [18], accoustic pressure
was m
measured directtly and particle velocity wass derived. From
m
that coonfiguration thhe sound intenssity can be calcculated, as welll
as, thee total sound ppower without a need to fulffill the far-field
assum
mption.
T
The distance beetween two oppposing micropphones was 56
mm. T
This provides accurate meaasurements forr the frequency
y
spectrrum between 550 and 1000 Hz, which coverrs the spectrum
m
of thee flame investiigated [18]. Addditionally, tw
wo microphonees
were rotated with tthe burner in order to proviide a reference
signall. They were uused to normaliize the sound intensity signaal
T
Table 1: Flow pproperties
A
Axial air
[g/s]

Tangential
air [g/s]

Fuel
[g/s]

Swirl
Number [-]

0.422

0.397

0.0683

0.54

in ordder to account ffor slight variattions in the point of operation
n
of thee burner. The photomultiplier (PMM01, Thorlabs Inc.,
Newtoon, New Jerseey, USA withh OH* filter 3310 nm CWL
L,

4
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FIGURE 4: SOUND
S
INTE
ENSITY DISTR
RIBUTION BE
EFORE (LEFT
T) AND AFTE
ER (RIGHT) N
NORMALISATION
BY THE REF
FERENCE MIICROPHOHNE
E.
g
singlee frequency invvestigations, inn order to facee the scalloping
FWH
HM 10 2 nm
m Bandwidth, Edmund Optiics, Barrington
n,
loss oof FFT. For thhe spectrum-inntegrated dataa, a rectangulaar
NJ, U
USA) and the siren signal werre acquired as well.
w
This givees
windoow was used.
a totaal of 32 channeels which weree recorded with
h a PXI-modulle
and L
Labview 8.6 software,
s
both
h from Nation
nal Instruments,
Austiin, Texas, USA
A. The sample rate of was 10
00 kilo samplees
Schli eren
per seecond.
F or visualizatioon of density ggradients in spaace, a schlieren
n
techniique [21] was applied. The same setup aas in [15] waas
used, but now the ccamera was triiggered with thhe siren signall,
Lase
er Interferometric Vibrom
metry
and onne hundred imaages were acquuired and averaaged.
H
Here, laser intterferometric vibrometry
v
(LIV) detects th
he
time derivative of line-of-sight in
ntegrated denssity fluctuation
ns
in a ggas by interferometric princip
ples [19, 7, 8, 9, 11]. Using a
Polyttec laser vib
brometer (inteerferometer head
h
OFV-353
3,
ULTS AND D
DISCUSSION
RESU
veloccity decoder OFV-3001,
O
caliibration factorr 5mm/s/V, 20
00
B
Below, the acooustic behavioor of the flam
me in the three
kHz bbandwidth, no
o filters, Polyteec, Waldbronn
n, Germany) th
he
differeent configuratiions is discussed. In a first sstep, the naturaal
measuured voltage (U
U) is linked to
o the derivative of the densitty
soundd spectrum (noo siren) and thhe radiation beehavior will be
fluctuuation by thee Gladstone-D
Dale constant (G) and th
he
analyzzed. Then, by excitation withh a siren, the linear behavio
or
3
calibrration factor (k
k). G and k weere set to 2.59ee-4 m /kg and 5
of thee flame at a sinngle frequencyy is discussed. A quantitative
mm/ss respectively for
f all points off operation:
benchhmark with thee sound power,, calculated froom heat release
using Strahle’s Equaation 1, shouldd deliver a sim
milar result. Thiis
(14
4)
, ,
is onlly possible bby a high enough signal tto noise ratio
o,
2
necesssary to ensuree comparability
ty between thee two differen
nt
measuurement techniiques, and is aachieved by liinear excitation
n
ode the output voltage U(t) is linked to th
he
IIn velocity mo
s
with
a
siren.
Finally
y,
the
schlieren
n
technique
is
used
to
discus
i
line oof sight integraated derivativee of the densitty fluctuation in
differe
ent
trends
of
n
noise
levels
bet
tween
points
o
of
operation
fo
or
the fllame dρ’T/dt per
p measurement area A. A factor
f
of two is
the naatural spectrum
m and mono frequent excitatioon.
due tto the laser beam
b
passing the cylindricaal measuremen
nt
volum
me twice. The beam diameteer was set to 5mm.
5
The fielld
was sscanned from z = 5 mm to 60
6 mm and fro
om y = 0 to 30
3
mm w
with 5 mm inccrement (Figuree 2). The beam
m direction witth
integrration length is parallel to y coordinate.
Proc
cessing
E
Evaluation of both data setss, LIV and microphone,
m
waas
performed in Matlaab 2015a usin
ng Welch’s peeriodogram [20
0]
and thhe analogous cross
c
product function
f
with a sample lengtth
of 1000,000. The bu
uilt in flattop window was applied for all
a

Acou
ustics
S ince the typiccal hydrocarboon flame acts as a low pass
filter, the spectrum of the heat rellease is usuallyy characterized
d
first bby a rapid increease of amplituude with increaasing frequency
y
that toops out on a sm
mooth peak andd is followed byy a gentle slope
towardds higher freqquencies. This typical behaviior is shown in
n
the OH
H*-chemiluminnescence imagge in Figure 3.
Inn a first step, the natural spectra of thhe flames were
recordded. In Figuree 4 the sounnd intensity calculated from
m

5
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FIGURE 5: SOUND
S
INTEN
NSITY DISTR
RIBUTION (T
TOP), INTENS
SITY AND PO
OWER ALON
NG LATITUDIINAL
POSITIONS (MIDDLE)
(
AN
ND TOTAL SOUND
S
POWE
ER SPECRUM
M (BOTTOM) FOR ALL TH
HREE POINT
TS OF
OPERATION
N.
p
in half a
Equattion 12 integraated over all frrequencies is plotted
hemissphere, as a function of longitudinal and latitudinaal
coorddinates. The lattitudinal measu
urement pointss were acquireed
simulltaneaously, while
w
the long
gitudinal meassurement pointts
were acquired one after
a
the other, by rotating thee burner. Beforre
norm
malization (Figu
ure 4 left), two trends are obvious.
o
Firstly
y,
the seequential meassurement meth
hod introduces a fluctuation of
o
soundd intensity (longitudinal direction).
d
Seecondly, soun
nd
intenssity also depeends on latitu
udinal position
n. In order to
t
interppret the resultt properly, th
he measuremeent of half th
he
hemissphere was normalized by a reference miccrophone, whicch
was ttraversed with the
t burner. The pressure sign
nals used for th
he
calcuulation were normalized for eaach frequency in the spectrum
m

and eeach latitudinaal (lat) and longitudinal ((long) position
n
individdually accordinng to:
′²

,

,

′²

,

,
,

∗

(15
5)

with thhe normalized pressure signaal ′
calculated from the
originnal signal p’ aand the referennce signal
. This lineaar
normaalization of thhe square of tthe pressure iss equivalent to
normaalization of thhe sound pow
wer. This sim
mple correction
n
resultss in a nearly peerfect rotationaally symmetricc distribution of
o
soundd intensity (Figgure 4 left) andd confirms thee assumption of
o
an axxis symmetricc flame [22].. Consequentlly it was no
ot

6
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FIGURE 6: SOUND
S
INTE
ENSITY (TOP)) AND POWE
ER (BOTTOM
M) FOR LINE
EAR EXCITAT
TION AT 1255 HZ
AND 212 HZ FOR ALL TH
HREE POINTS
S OF OPERATION.
necesssary to measu
ure the whole field
f
of half a hemisphere. To
T
doublle-check the reesults and due to
t the short acq
quisition time of
o
20 seeconds per meeasurement po
oint this task was
w performed
d,
since small variattions in burn
ner operation are inevitablee.
Thereefore, for all results preseented in this work, the 30
3
longittudinal measu
urement pointss were averag
ged in order to
t
provide repeatable results.
r
T
The sound inttensities for all
a three pointts of operatio
on
norm
malized by thee reference microphone
m
arre presented in
i
Figurre 5 (top). Averaging
A
oveer longitudinaal measuremen
nt
pointss gives sound
d intensity an
nd derived fro
om that, soun
nd
poweer as a functio
on of latitude (Figure 5 mid
ddle). Finally a
spectrrum of total so
ound power / Hz
H is shown (Figure 5 bottom)).
F
For all points of operation, a weak directtionality can be
b
foundd, as literaturee has suggestted [23]. The attached TPM
M
flamee shows its hiighest amplitude of sound intensity
i
at 45
5°
downnstream, falling
g off in amplitu
ude towards higher as well as
a
lowerr angles. The overall soun
nd power is lowest
l
for this
configguration. Simiilar results can
n be found fo
or the detacheed
TPM configuration, the peak amp
plitude is locaated at the sam
me
latitudde of about 45°, but now
w sound intensity stays hig
gh
towarrds higher freq
quencies. The overall
o
sound power
p
is highest
for thhis configuratio
on. Finally, thee detached PPM
M case shows a
local peak sound in
ntensity at 45°°, but now it iss topped by th
he
noise in downstreaam direction. The
T overall no
oise level is in
nbetweeen the noise of
o the other two
o points of operration.

T
The reason that the attached fl
flame was the qquietest one can
n
be foound in the fflame stabilizaation process. The flame is
anchoored in the wakke of the centerr cone of the buurner which is a
stable point in spacce. This makess the flame leess receptive to
o
small turbulent flucttuations from uupstream. In contrast to this in the detached conffiguration - thee flame is stabilized solely by
y
the sw
wirl induced reccirculation zonne, which geneerally makes the
flame much more reeceptive to floow field disturrbances such as
a
vortexx shedding andd other fluctuattions. In the freequency spectra
of the sound power ((Figure 5 bottoom), this can bee seen as well.
T
The detached T
TPM case show
ws a mono-freequent effect at
a
aroundd 250 Hz, whiich has been iddentified in prrevious work as
a
vortexx shedding at th
the burner exit [24]. The vorttices follow the
conicaal jet of thee swirl outwaards and inteeract with the
recircuulated reactannts. The angullar direction oof the swirl jeet
roughlly meets the latitudinal anngle of highesst amplitude in
n
soundd intensity distrribution. PPM det and TPM att have a less
mono--frequent patteern in spectrum
m, explaining a lower overalll
soundd emission. All three operation points have iin common thaat
in the ir spectra, harrdly any combuustion noise iss present above
500 H
Hz. This fact iis not surprisinng when compparing with the
OH* eemission in Figgure 3. Integraating over the w
whole spectrum
m
of souund power givves a total souund power off 5.06*10-5 W,
W
2.1*100-4 W and 9.34*10-5 W for TPM att, TPM
M det, and PPM
M
det resspectively. Wiith a thermal ppower of the fllame of 3.4 kW
W
this ggives thermal efficiencies of 1.5*10-8, 0.6*10-7 and

7
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FIGURE 7:
7 TIME DERIIVATIVE OF LINE-OF-SIG
L
GHT-INTEGRA
ATED DENSIT
TY FLUCTUA
ATIONS MEA
ASURED
BY LIV FOR
F
125 HZ AND
A
212 HZ EXCITATION
E
. THE PLOTT
TED VALUE IIS THE AMPL
LITUDE RESU
ULTING
FROM FF
FT.
2.8*110-8. This liess in the range of 10-8 to 10-7 which is
consistent with otheer research [25, 23].
b a siren. All
A
IIn a second step, the flame was excited by
param
meters were keept constant, only
o
the excitaation frequenccy
was altered. Sound intensities were averageed for half th
he
hemissphere. Power and sound inttensity can be found in Figurre
6 for 125 Hz and 21
12 Hz. The tren
nd for 125 Hz along
a
the heigh
ht
is verry similar to th
he natural specttrum discussed
d above. At botth
TPM cases the noisse level increases with latitude. Except now
w
for TP
PM det the sou
und intensity iss close to zero at the bottom of
o
the m
microphone array. In contrastt to this, the ex
xcitation at 21
12
Hz shhows an entireely different beehavior. Now the
t amplitude is
high at low measu
urement positiions and grad
dually decreasees
with iincreasing latittude.
Soun
nd Prediction
n by LIV
T
The time derivative of densitty fluctuations were measureed
by m
means of LIV. With some assumptions,
a
this
t
quantity is
i
propoortional to the heat
h release ratte fluctuations in the flame [9
9,
11]. IIn Figure 7 thee amplitude disstributions for siren excitatio
on
at 1225 Hz (top) an
nd at 212 Hz (bottom) are shown. For all
a
pointss of operation
n, the total flu
uctuation of density
d
stretchees

widelyy in radial as well as in aaxial direction.. For PPM the
fluctuaations are fuurther downstrream in compparison to the
techniically premixeed flame. Thiis can be exxplained by an
n
increaased axial mom
mentum at perffect mixing, whhere half of the
fuel iss injected into the axial flow.. In contrast to this, in case of
o
techniical mixing, the entire fuuel is injected tangentially
y.
Lookiing at the excittation at 125 H
Hz it is obviouss that the majo
or
fluctuaations are withhin the core of the flame, which is at around
z = 200 mm for the T
TPM cases andd at around z = 30 mm for the
PPM ccase. In contraast to this, at 2212 Hz the maj
ajor fluctuation
ns
of thee detached connfigurations arre smaller in aamplitude. The
flame seems to be sttrongly excitedd by incoming pperturbations at
a
this ffrequency. Esppecially the ddetached flam
mes change the
positioon of mainn oscillations. Comparing the density
y
fluctuaations at 212 H
Hz with the soound power m
measured by the
micropphone array ass shown in Figgure 6, one coould explain the
trend of the flame too radiate more in horizontal direction (sideewise) at this frequeency. Generally a greater ssurface of heaat
releasee fluctuations will lead to hhigher noise raadiation as long
g
as tho se zones are coorrelated in phaase.
F or the comparrison of soundd power calcuulated from the
densitty fluctuationss within the fflame and thee sound poweer
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FIGURE
E 8: AMPLIT
TUDE AND PHASE
P
OF SO
OUND POWE
ER MEASURE
ED BY MICR
ROPHONES A
AND LIV,
WITH PM
P AS REFER
RENCE FOR THREE
T
POINT
TS OF OPERA
ATION, EXCIT
TATION BY S
SIREN.
measuured by the miicrophone arraay, linear excittation by a sireen
was done. The am
mplitude of sound
s
pressuree measured by
b
microophones and prognosed due to the heat release from LIV
V
are inn a comparablee range. For th
he microphonee measurementts
soundd power lies beetween 2e-3 mW
m for the PPM flame at 42
23
Hz annd 1.6 mW for the attached TPM
T
flame at 212
2 Hz.
F
For the same measurement
m
points
p
vibromettry prognosed a
soundd power level of 0.7e-3 mW
W and 0.13 mW
W respectively
y.
This is less than one
o order of magnitude
m
in difference. Th
he
compparison of trend
ds over frequen
ncies is shown in Figure 8. Fo
or
the saake of visualization in Figu
ure 8, the microphone resultts
were divided by a factor of six. This makes it possible to seee

the m
matching trendd over frequenncies for bothh measuremen
nt
techniiques (Figure 8 top). For booth, the attachhed TPM flame
(Figurre 8 left) show
ws highest fluctuations over tthe whole band
of freqquencies, folloowed by TPM det (Figure 8 middle), which
h
is connsistently quietter. Finally, thhe PPM det fl
flame (Figure 8
right) is the quietestt one throughoout the spectrum
m. Considering
g
the inndividual frequuencies, similarr trends can bbe found for alll
pointss of operation. At 125 Hz low
w sound pressuure is measured
d,
with ggood consistenncy of both meeasurement tecchniques for alll
pointss of operation. Moving on too 212 Hz the acoustic sound
due tto combustionn is highest, and at the ssame time the
predicction of soundd by LIV slighhtly underestim
mates the actuaal

FIIGURE 9: DE
ENSITY GRAD
DIENTS IN SPACE
S
OF ALL
A
POINTS OF OPERATION AT 212 HZ AND 315°
PH
HASE ANGLE
E VISUALIZED USING SCH
HLIEREN TEC
CHNIQUE.
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sound power. From higher frequencies onward, the consistency
of trends for both techniques is again very good.
For linear excitation, the phase of the sound power derived
from LIV and the microphone array is plotted in Figure 8
(bottom). Measurements show that for all frequencies tested the
phase of the LIV is very close to the photomultiplier signal. A
low deviation of no more than 30 degrees (mostly below 10
degrees) is expected, since both techniques represent the heat
release of the flame. In order to compare the phase of the
microphone with the phase of heat release recorded by LIV,
firstly, one has to account for the time delay, the acoustic wave
needs for the distance between the flame and the microphones.
Secondly, the vibrometer signal is proportional to ∂ρ/ ∂t, but
the resulting sound is proportional to the second time derivative
of density. 90° phase shift have to be accounted for when the
time derivative of a signal is calculated in the frequency
domain. Therefore, the phase of the acoustics was corrected by
adding a phase shift which is a function of the distance between
flame and measurement position as well as the frequency. Then
/2 was subtracted to correct for the time derivative in
frequency domain.
Analysis of Specific Sound Levels
When comparing the natural spectrum and the amplitudes
of linear excitation for the sound power measured by
microphones, it can be found that the PPM detached flame is
consistently quieter than the TPM det flame. However, the
TPM att case is the quietest one for the natural spectrum but
with excitation, all of a sudden, it becomes the noisiest flame.
The reason for the natural spectrum to be of lowest amplitude
has been identified to lie in the stabilization process of the
anchored flame. But then, with siren excitation, the fluctuations
of heat release get so violent that the flame anchoring region
behind the bluff body is heavily disrupted. In Figure 9 left
density gradients in space at one frequency and one phase angle
are shown. The surface of the attached flame is heavily
disrupted. At the end of the flame cone vortex an induced flame
roll up is observed. This process enlarges the flame surface and
coherent fluctuations in heat and consequently in noise can be
observed. The attached V-cone flame almost acts like a rubber
band, trying to keep the vortex attached to the flame, and then
suddenly snaps back. In comparison to this, the other points of
operation are purely dynamically stabilized. Therefore, those
flames can, within limits, travel up and downstream of the flow,
dampening the process. Vortex rollup, which introduces shear
stress in the flow, is more suppressed by this flame motion. The
vortex rollup in the flame can still be found in the detached
flames (Figure 9 middle and right), but the density gradients are
more smeared.
CONCLUSION
Strahle postulated that the sound of a flame in the far field
is a function of density fluctuations within the flame. The focus
of this study was to prove Strahle’s assumption by comparison

between the predicted noise measured with LIV and a
microphone array. In the first part, the acoustic field of the
flame was analyzed. Normalization by the reference
microphone corrected for sub-Hz frequency fluctuations during
operation, results in an almost perfectly symmetrical sound
field. In latitudinal direction, a slight dependency on angle was
found as detected by other authors [23]. Overall sound power is
in agreement with experience of former work as well. For the
level of noise, the stabilization process was found to be the
dominant factor. For siren excitation, the angular variation of
sound intensity was traced back to the distribution of
combustion fluctuations, which were particularly intense at the
root of the flame.
Considering sound prediction by heat release fluctuations
qualitatively, both measurement techniques lie in the same
order of magnitude. In this study LIV underestimated the
actual sound level by a factor of six. A very good agreement in
trend over the range of investigated frequencies was shown.
Some factors of influence lie within the equation of sound
power due to density fluctuations. First, the assumption of a
monopole, second, in the equation the diameter of the laser
beam raised to the fourth is considered. Therefore, it is critical
to accurately determine the diameter when the system is set up.
Finally, the behavior of the TPM att was explained by
means of the schlieren technique. This operation point initially
was the quietest. However, once excited by the siren, it
consistently had the highest amplitude.
This leads to the final conclusion, that it is possible to
predict combustion noise qualitatively due to density gradients
within the flame. On the basis of direct physical quantities a
comparison of both techniques revealed a deviation by a factor
of six.
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